
Challenge Class Roll Cage Specs 

We are using CCDA or CAMS Off Road specs as the starting point. Please note we can not accept an exo cage – really 

must be either CAMS Off Road or CCDA please. Having both is fine.  Check out these links …. 

CCDA - http://www.ccda4wd.com.au/images/RolloverProtectionDrawingMaster060428.pdf 

CAMS – Off Road (Schedule J) https://www.cams.com.au/motor-sport/regulations/cams-manual/off-road 

If you run a CCDA cage they now require base plates of A and B pillars to be on two planes. So 2 x base plates on 

each pillar. They don’t have to be at 90 degrees but a second plate (5000mm2) needs to be attached to the first and 

either run up the side wall of the cab or up the firewall/foot well.  The logic is sound – it means the base plate is less 

likely to fold under pressure and gives a second face of mounting. Not hard to do.  

Here is what you also need to have in Challenge Class … 

1) We want the A pillar braced back to the B Pillar – in the event of a front impact we want to prevent the A 

pillar coming back. Either a sill rail running along the floor between A and B pillars or a side intrusion bar 

(Forward Brace).  These may be made removable but a sill rail might as well be made permanent.  

2) If you were to take a hit from above or even something as simple as hitting a tree branch we want to prevent 

the A pillar bending down by fitting an A pillar support. The A pillar bar or “Front Leg” leans back so far in 

most vehicles it offers very little vertical protection.  The following vehicles are exempt from requiring A 

pillar support due to their screens being almost vertical – Landrover defender, 40-45 series Landcruiser, 

Suzuki Sierra & Jeep TJ CJ JK. In GQ (the majority of vehicles) an A pillar support is relatively straight forward. 

In vehicles where the roof is narrow an A pillar support can get too close to the steering wheel. The following 

allowances can be made … A) The top of the A Pillar support may come down no more than 150mm from the 

top of the A pillar and Gussetting or Webbing is recommended if this is done. B) Bends in the A Pillar Support 

are to be avoided but if it is the only way then a bend must be outwards towards the side of the car and an 

additional support bar from the bend across to the A Pillar or webbing between A Pillar and the A Pillar 

Support is required. The foot of the A pillar Support bar to go to the A Pillar base plate or be mounted to 

either the A Pillar or a Sill Rail and be no further than 150 mm from the base plate.  

3) Make sure all welds do go all the way around. We will be checking and we will be making you fix that.  

  

              
 

In both of these pics the cages have both the sill rail and the side intrusion forward brace.   


